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2 Punkte

 WICHTIG:  

In diesem Hörverstehen hören Sie Aufgaben A bis C je zweimal. 

A  (8 POINTS)  

 

Look at the notes below. Listen to the monologues. 

Fill in the missing information. 

   1.  A radio programme

 Market update for  

 
Special room in first house  1. 

 
Price of apartment  2. $  

 
Length of beach 3.  feet

 
Name of fish restaurant 4. 

 

   2.  A radio announcement 

 Conference topic  

 
Conference dates 5. 

 
Participants 6.  executives

 
Website for registration 7. www.  .com

 
Carina’s phone number 8. 0033 
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Housing

Hospitality

cinema

2,900,000

425

Knippers

13th & 14th October 2016

hotel

luxurysummit

141 739 5582

(1 point for each correct answer)
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1  A radio programme
 Here’s the “Housing Market” update.
 Beautiful places are for sale across the country today. First of all, in San Francisco, California, there’s a 3-bedroom Victorian Style home with its very own 

cinema to enjoy the latest movies from Hollywood. It costs $3,450,000. Secondly, in the ski resort of Aspen, Colorado, we have a 2-bedroom apartment 
selling for $2,900,000. It includes a billiard room and a sauna. Lastly, in Jacksonville, Florida, a Tuscan-style home is priced at $4,975,000. Especially nice is 
its own 425 feet of sandy beach. It has 4 bedrooms, each with its own full bath, and 2 garages that accommodate 9 vehicles. It’s only a 5-minute walk from 
Knippers, the best fish restaurant on the coast. That’s K N I double P E R S, Knippers.   

2  A radio announcement
 Register now for The Luxury Hospitality Conference, which takes place on October 13th and 14th, 2016. Sign up by September 30th at the latest and be among 

the top hotel executives as they discuss what the future hospitality market is going to be like and how technology is forcing big changes in design and service. 
Register at www.luxurysummit.com; that’s L U X U R Y S U M M I T dot com. The event is sponsored by the Mediterranean Accommodation Group. It will take 
place at the Sheraton Ritz in Athens, Greece. The six guest speakers are all famous names in tourism. Any other information is available through Carina Pierre 
at New York Times dot com or by telephone on 0033 141 739 5582.
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B  (5 POINTS)  

 

You will now listen to Carl Pickett and Lauren Hastings  

discussing the topic of sharing economy. 

 For each question mark the best answer (A, B or C). Tick one answer only. 

You now have 30 seconds to look at the task. 

 1. Surge-pricing is 

 A   charging in the current situation.  

 B   the cost of a high supply of taxis. 

 C   used by the government for taxes.      
  

2. Airbnb is 

 A   good for an over-night stay.

  B   a sharing economy business. 

  C   made for business travellers.     
  

3. The biggest advantage of Airbnb is 

 A   location.

  B   having a kitchen.

  C   the expenses.
  

4. Airbnb 

 A   owns apartments and houses.

  B   helps to prevent burglaries. 

  C   best likes renting to holiday travellers.     
  

5. The business travel market 

 A   is very small.

  B   needs hotels and sharing economy businesses. 

  C   makes up 90% of the economy.
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C  This is Carl Pickett with the opinions of frequent business travellers. Today, Lauren Hastings is here to talk about businesses that are part of a new trend called 
sharing economy. Not everyone welcomes them, right, Lauren?

L  Right, Carl. Taxi and public transportation companies are complaining about Uber car, for example, where you can order a car and driver by app on your phone. 
No queuing for taxis or crowded buses.

C  That sounds like a limousine service. Isn’t it expensive?
L  No, Uber cars generally cost less than taxis because it uses surge-pricing, which sets the price by supply and demand. That means the cost is calculated accord-

ing to the present situation, for example, how many cars are available right now and how many people want one at this time. It’s like booking a flight. We all 
know the price of tickets is higher in the summer when the demand is high and the supply is low. It’s a new idea to use surge-pricing for public transportation 
and taxis. Up to now customers have only had fixed rates. It also makes it very difficult for governments to regulate and tax.

C  What’s your experience with sharing economy for accommodation?
L  For short stays that are more than just an over-night, I can highly recommend it to business and holiday travellers. I usually book an apartment or a house through 

Airbnb on its website. And I hear my colleagues saying, “I’ve stopped pulling my bags down long hotel halls.”
C  What are the business advantages?
L  Well, actually, there is only one important one, and that is saving money on everything! For example, the two-week stay my colleagues and I had in downtown 

Austin, Texas, for the Eco Conference. We shared the rent of a 3-bedroom apartment nearby, making accommodation less expensive. Location made it more 
convenient, and we saved on transportation.

C  Can you list any personal benefits?
L  Oh, yes! I like having my own kitchen for snacks, breakfast and small meals – it really cuts the cost of eating out. Plus, these kitchens sometimes have washers 

and dryers, so I save time and money on laundry. And there’s no suitcase full of dirty clothes to take home.
C  Does Airbnb own all these facilities?
L  No. Airbnb works regularly with a number of privately-owned properties. Some homeowners even sign up their apartment or house to be rented when they are 

away on holiday, so their property is occupied while they are gone – you know, safer against burglaries. Typically, business travellers are more welcome because 
they don’t mess up the place as much as holiday guests do.

C  What can hotels do against this competition to attract business travellers?
L  Nothing; it’s cheaper! Airbnb has rentable objects in 190 different countries. The only competition it has is from other similar sites like “Homeaway” or “House-

tip”, which still mainly attract the holiday traveller.
C  Paul McCormick of the Global Business Travel Association claims the business travel market is still big enough for both hotels and businesses like Airbnb. Do 

you agree?
L  Oh yes, because hotels are still 90% booked. Many travellers still choose room service over their own kitchen. And when there is an event or conference going 

on in any city, there usually isn’t enough hotel space, so the rooms get priced at 6 times the market rate. Airbnb is a very pleasant option.
C  Thank you Lauren for this interesting conversation.
 International New York Times, October 7, 2014
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C  (7 POINTS)  

 

Listen to Martina Meyer interviewing Robin Cornelius on motivation  

in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 

 Please fill in the gaps in the sentences below with the correct form of the key word or key words. 

Use one or two words. You now have one minute to read the sentences below. 

   Mr Cornelius is the owner of a well-known company called  . 

 1.  The boss and his group of colleagues should feel that how they do their job is more important  

 than what their job is when working to  a company. 

 2.  He thinks motivation must always  the boss  

 in SME companies. 

 3.  Everyone can  , but those  

 of an SME boss aren’t as bad as those of a big business CEO. 

 4.  Employees won’t want to produce and create new ideas if the boss  

 doesn’t  about them. 

 5.  Leisure time is important for motivation in some countries and to some people.  

 The Germans are very  even though nearly everyone  

 takes Friday afternoons off. 

 6.  Many people want to work despite bad working  or a low salary. 

 7.  It’s possible that people in poor countries with low salaries are   

 and more motivated and also work harder than people in rich countries with high salaries.
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(1 point for each correct answer)

M  Good morning, America! This is Martina Meyer on “World Business News”. The international conference for small and medium-sized enterprises, known 
as SMEs, is in our city this weekend. Our guest today is Robin Cornelius from the famous company “Switcher”. Mr Cornelius, the topic at the conference is 
motivation, getting yourself and your employees to work hard. Can you give us some tips?

R  My motto is: it’s not important what you do, but how you do it. I have lots of ideas; some work and some don’t. For me an entrepreneur is like an artist who 
is also a part of the team of colleagues trying to build the company. That’s my motivation. I hope my employees feel that.

M  Does the motivation always have to come from the boss?
R  That depends on the size of the company! Yes, if you are leading an SME, because as part of this group, you must be there every day and work together. The 

CEOs of huge companies are managers, not colleagues, and have other responsibilities. It’s not their job to motivate. We all make mistakes, but when the 
CEO, who takes care of $300 million, makes a mistake, it’s much worse than in an SME.

M  In the USA, and Switzerland as well, companies want their employees to feel it is their company and their products. Does that motivate production and in-
novation?

R  Only in companies where the boss doesn’t think he’s more important than the employees. He knows the names of his employees and will apologize to them 
for any mistakes he makes. In some companies, the boss forgets the names of his employees after 3 days! How can you care about a boss, his company or 
his products if he doesn’t care about you?

M  How important are leisure time and holidays for employees to gain motivation?
R  That depends on the country’s culture and the employee’s own life. There are many people who don’t like “not going to work”. They have no hobbies and 

don’t know what to do! I once suggested at Switcher that employees work only 80%. In Germany, for example, almost everyone takes off work on Friday 
afternoons. The French can’t understand that; and the Germans are actually very productive.

M  In all of your journeys to the textile factories of China, would you say that the Chinese are motivated despite their poor working conditions?
R  Yes, I can imagine that though these people have to work under horrible conditions, that they are motivated. But listen, in the US there are some working 

conditions worse than those in China! And some Swiss earn only 3,000 francs a month for a whole family. Being poor in a poor country is normal. In Swit-
zerland, a low salary makes life difficult. The Chinese person who earns $50 per month can be happier and more motivated than the golden man working 
for the stock market in New York and earning $50,000 a month!

M  Thank you, Mr Cornelius for this interview.
R  You are welcome.
 (Yves Balinari. Interview with Robin Cornelius, founder of the textile firm Switcher, in SMB Forum, August 27, 2014)


